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Circular Transition Framework

Where You
Are Now

Define what your current
business model is and where
you are on your CE journey

Strategic
Vision

Gain perspective on
the eco system of your
company set out your CE
strategic vision

Impact
Assessments
& KPIs

Circular
Innovation
Pathway
Exploration

Define how to measure
impact and track progress
towards your Circular
Economy goals

Consider what circular
innovation pathways are
available and select which
one to explore first

Workshop - Exploring Circular Innovation pathways in your business
Where are you now?
Exercise 1a – Define your current business model (10mins)
What products/services do you offer? How does your offering enhance
economic/social/environmental value? For whom?

What are the key resources, activities and partners needed to make the
business model work? How do you reach, communicate and interact with
customers/stakeholders?

What is the revenue model – how do customers pay for the offering?
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Exercise 1b - How well do you manage circular innovation? (15 mins)
This simple self-assessment tool focuses attention on some of the important areas of circular innovation.
Below you will find statements which describe 'the way we do things around here' - the pattern of
behaviour which describes how the organization handles the question of innovation.
For each statement simply put a score between 1 (= not true at all) to 7 (= very true).
Score
(1-7)

Questions
1. We have explored the innovation space and have something which is distinctively new to offer
2. We have a clear roadmap in place to help us manage our new product/service development
effectively from idea to launch
3. The way we are structured helps us to be flexible and innovative
4. We work hard to develop effective working relationships with key partners
5. Sustainability and Circular Economy principles are a priority and have been integrated into the
firm’s overall strategy
6. We use recycled, renewable, or recyclable resources within our products or services
7. We have a clear value proposition which is unique, protectable and sustainable
in the long term
8. We have a clear business plan to ensure the new venture develops on time and budget
9. Our structure helps us to take decisions rapidly
10. We engage our key stakeholders (i.e. suppliers, customers or local networks) on sustainability
and circular economy to drive the net-zero agenda
11. We have ambitious, measurable sustainability and/or Circular Economy targets
12. We use renewable energy sources as part of our inputs
13. We look ahead and try to spot opportunities in emerging technologies and markets
ahead of the mainstream
14. We have a clear understanding of our target market segment(s) and their needs
15. We have a supportive climate for new ideas - people don't have to leave the organization to
make them happen
16. We work closely with our customers and users in exploring and developing new concepts
17. We have assessed risks associated with climate change and sustainable development and
know how this might impact our business in the future
18. We value resources, so design our processes to include reuse, repair, refurbish,
and repurpose activities
19. Our top team have a shared vision of how the company will develop through innovation
20. We have effective mechanisms for managing process change from idea through to
successful implementation
21. Communication is effective and works top down, bottom up and across the organization
22. We collaborate with other organizations to help develop new products, services or processes
23. We have a role/team inside the company that is dedicated to implementing
sustainability and circular economy initiatives
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24. We have systems in place to recapture our products, materials, components
or waste at end of life
25. There is top management commitment and support for innovation
26. We systematically search for new product or service ideas
27. We work well as team and foster interdisciplinary working within our organisation
28. People are one of our most important assets and we take care to recruit and develop them –
and to find ways to access the skills and knowledge we don’t have
29. We have a good understanding and process of how to measure our progress towards
achieving our circularity and sustainability targets
30. Circular and sustainability thinking are part in our innovation process and influence our
products/services
31. We have processes in place to review new technological or market developments and what
they mean for our firm's strategy
32. We have a clear system for choosing innovation projects
33. Our rewards and recognition system supports innovation towards sustainability
34. We are good at capturing and sharing what we have learned so that we can make use of it in
the future
35. We see digital technologies as enablers of new products/services that will significantly benefit
our users/customers and the environment
36. We are good at capturing data and information on our products and services to improve the
sustainability or circularity of our offerings
37. There is a clear link between the innovation projects we carry out and the overall strategy of
the business
38. There is sufficient flexibility in our system for new product/ service development to allow small
'fast track' projects to happen
39. All of our people have a good understanding of Sustainable or Circular Innovation and what it
means to our company
40. Improving knowledge and capabilities in sustainability is important to us so encourage our
people to access training on this
41. We prioritise social and environmental benefits when making business decisions
42. We are exploring how adapting our business model might help reduce our overall carbon
footprint
Now add your scores for the following questions, then divide the total number by 7. This will provide the data on
which to plot your innovation profile overleaf.

Questions
1, 7, 13, 19, 25, 31, 37
2, 8, 14, 20, 26, 32, 38
3, 9, 15, 21, 27, 33, 39

Categories
Innovation Strategy
Processes
Transforming the Organization

4, 10, 16, 22, 28, 34, 40

Networks and learning

5, 11, 17, 23, 29, 35, 41
6, 12, 18, 24, 30, 36, 42

Sustainability Innovation Strategy
Sustainability Implementation
4

Score ÷ 7

Your circular innovation profile!
Now plot a profile of the six categories in the graph below:
Innovation Strategy
7
6
5
4

Sustainability
Implementation

Processes

3
2
1
0

Sustainability
Innovation Strategy

Transforming the
Organization

Networks and learning

1c - Reflection on your results (10mins)
Consider these questions below:
Which questions and categories have you scored the lowest and why has it
been scored this way?
What is stopping you from scoring higher on these questions or categories?
Which questions have you scored the highest and why?
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Circular Innovation Pathway Exploration
Exercise 2 – Read and discuss the circular innovation pathways (30mins)
Read through the circular innovation pathway handouts and discuss each of these
with your group.
Questions:
Have you or your company tried any of these approaches before?
What challenges or successes did you face adopting these ideas?

Exercise 3 – Determine which pathways are most crucial to you (10mins)
Reflect on the results of your circular innovation fitness test and the circular
innovation pathways and tick in the table below which of these pathways is looking
most promising for your business and consider why. It can be more than one!

Mark (x)

Why? Any specific ideas in mind?

Circular business models
Circular Design
Accreditation
Network Innovation
Circular Procurement

If you would like help exploring one of these circular innovation pathways or discuss
your fitness test result in more detail, we can help you at Circular Revolution, so
please get in touch with: Merryn Haines-Gadd - m.s.haines-gadd@exeter.ac.uk and
Max Green - m.h.green@swansea.ac.uk
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Innovation Pathway - Circular Design
Circular Design is an approach to design that looks to improve the environmental profile of
products and services. Similar to other design for environment approaches like Eco Design
and Sustainable Design, Circular Design promotes the use of design for x strategies such
as repairability, disassembly, refurbish, remanufacture and recycling. As a result, lifecycle
thinking is embedded into the product at the design stage so that solutions for the ‘end-oflife’ or end-of-first use’ of the product are ensured. But what sets Circular Design apart from
other approaches is the active consideration of the business model alongside the strategies
and highlights the importance of designing these two things in parallel. Ultimately so that
value of the product, its materials and components are retained for a long as possible.
Key strategies
• Conscious Material Selection
• Sustainable Behaviour Change
• Designing for Physical Durability and Emotional Durability
• Design for Standardization and Compatibility
• Design for Ease of Maintenance and Repair
• Design for Upgradability and Adaptability
• Design for Dis-and Reassembly
• Design for Recycling

BAM are a sustainable fashion brand and have used Circular
Design strategies to improve the environmental footprint
of their products. Their 73 zero insulated jackets are 100%
recyclable and made from 98% recycled materials. They selected
trims and zips that can be removed so the product can be easily
disassembled and are working with the company Plan B to the
product is recaptured and recycled at end of life.

Fairfone are an electronics manufacturer who have developed
an entirely modular, repairable, easy to disassemble mobile
phone. They’ve also worked to only source their materials from
conflict free zones and actively work on conserving precious
materials needed for electronics. They also take back their
phones and have systems in place to recycle and repurpose.

Starter Questions
• How has your company looked at any of these strategies already?
• What challenges or successes you’ve faced implementing Circular Design?
• Which of these strategies would be easiest for you to adopt?

Innovation Pathway - Circular Procurement
Circular procurement is the use of purchasing power to achieve maximum positive
ecological, social, and economic impact throughout the life span of products and services.
It is a process where companies ‘buy change’ and implement environmental solutions
through their supplier and product choices. Instead of always throwing away and replacing,
adaptable products and solutions are considered. Maximum retention of the value of the
products, components and materials to be purchased is central to this.
The term ‘Circular Procurement’ is an extension of existing sustainable procurement
practices, but goes further by actively contributing to closing energy and material loops
within supply chains, while minimising negative environmental impact or waste creation
across the whole life cycle. Moreover, circular procurement is not limited to buyers, consider
how you as a seller can increased the circularity of the products or services and work with your
clients to produce more environmentally mindful offerings.
Circular procurement in 6 steps:
1. Define your circular ambitions
2. Determine your functional needs
3. Formulate your questions and
communicate with the market
4. Choose your supplier/s and award
the contract
5. Implement circular usage policies
6. Evaluate success

Reduce - Rethink demand specifications: what
is needed? Could a product be replaced with a
service, could ownership of this product be shared?
Re-Use - If a product is needed, consider use phase
and end-of-life must be considered e.g take-back
schemes
Recycle - If product cannot be re-used, ensure that
it is recyclable materials and made from recycled
materials.
Recover - Specify design for recovery in tenders
and procure the recovered products

Examples
Seller offering CE products:
Greenstream Flooring are a Welsh based CIC that are capturing unwanted flooring tiles from
organisations diverting them from landfill and then grading them by hand. These reused
carpet tiles are an affordable and environmentally option demonstrating the benefits that
reuse offer.
Buyers being circular:
When Public Health Wales (PHW) moved offices in 2016, it wanted the successful bidder
to use as much of its existing office equipment, furniture and flooring as possible, as well
as supplying remanufactured goods from other sources. The winning consortium of social
enterprises supplied over 2,500 items, with only 6% from new stock. The circular approach
diverted 41 tonnes of waste from landfill with a CO2 saving of 134 tonnes.
Starter Questions
• Where in your system do you think you might have buying power?
• Which of your suppliers or customers do you think you might be able to explore circular
procurement with?

Innovation Pathway - Accreditation
Sustainability standards and certifications are voluntary guidelines used by producers,
manufacturers, traders, retailers, and service providers to demonstrate their commitment to
good environmental, social and ethical practices. These schemes are managed by third party
organisations and provide frameworks for measuring, reporting, setting goals and tracking
progress to increase sustainability performance. There are many certification schemes
available that can be applied to either specific products and services produced (Cradle ro
Cradle), operations (ISO14001) or the company as whole (BSI CE 80001 & B-Corp). Each of
these frameworks address different factors of sustainability and circularity so deciding which
is most relevant and transformative to your organisation requires careful consideration.
Below is table outline the key aspects:
BSI 8001
Circular
Economy

• Circular Business Model Design
• Materials selection
• Organisational Circularity Principles
• Potential circular design strategies

Focuses on business transformation that goes hand
in hand with circular product design, so includes
factors such as business modelling, organisational
change as well as materials and design strategies.

Cradle to
cradle

• Material Health
• Product Circularity
• Clean Air & Climate Protection
• Water & Soil Stewardship
• Social Fairness

Resource focused with many products certified often
innovative from a material and chemistry perspective.
The product circularity embeds lifecycle thinking
ensuring products are designed for their next use and
are actively cycled in their intended cycling pathway.

B-Corp

• Governance
• Workers
• Community
• Environment
• Customers

Focuses on promoting an ‘inclusive economy
metric’ so that value is created for non-shareholding
stakeholders, such as employees, the local
community, and the environment.

ISO 14001

• Use of Natural Resources
• Discharges to Air, Land, & Water
• Incidents and Potential Incidents
• Proactive Measures

This standard focuses on requirements for an
environmental management system. It helps
organizations improve their environmental
performance through more efficient use of resources
and reduction of waste.

Examples
Generation FUTURO stone
wool insulation - C2C gold
certified
Made from sustainable
raw materials, without
adding formaldehyde and
is designed to fulfill the
highest demands on the
indoor climate and VOCs.

Dopper bottle - C2C
bronze certified
All models are made
from 18/8 stainless
steel. The two-part lid
is designed to function
both as a drinking cup
and for direct bottle
drinking.

Starter Questions
• Has your organisation explored any of these frameworks?
• Which of these accreditations are looking the most interesting to you and why?

Innovation Pathway - Circular Business Models
Circular businesses champion a broader understanding of value by including economic,
environmental and social aspects into the purpose of their organisation. They rethink conventional
producer-consumer relationships, value creation activities and structure of value chains to cycle,
extend and intensify the use of existing or renewable resources. The provision of product utility
through software and service solutions can further dematerialise operations and enable the creation
of new revenue streams. A circular business model explains the logic of how an organisation creates,
delivers and captures value for its broader range of stakeholders while minimising environmental
and social costs. It provides a simplified but holistic representation of the architecture of the
business and the way it interacts with the wider ecosystem. Understanding your business model not
only provides a focusing device to determine potential innovation pathways, but enables a shared
story that makes sense of why your strategic vision represents a better way to existing alternatives.

Key concepts
Value Proposition - What products / services
do you offer? How does your offering enhance
economic/social/environmental value? For whom?
Value Creation and Delivery - What key resources,
activities and partners are needed to make the
business model work? How do you communicate
and interact with customers /stakeholders? What
type of relationships does this foster?
Value Capture - What is the revenue model – how
do customers pay for the offering? How is the
business structured to capture value for itself and
wider stakeholders? How is this measured?

Over 44% bread is thrown away in the UK. Operating a Resource Recovery model
Toast Ales uses surplus bread from bakeries to replace 1/3 of its barley input –
reducing resource use and emissions, decreasing material costs, and enables
differentiation in a crowded market. Spent grain and hops are fed to animals or
composted, further closing nutrient loops. A certified B-Corp, social enterprise
and carbon neutral business, positive impact is at the core of the business. They
donate 100% of distributable profits to charities, champion regenerative farming
and offer open-source recipes to encourage others to tackle food waste.
HOMIE offer Product as a Service for home appliances, can customers to payper-use (wash cycle) rather than for a product ownership (washing machine).
Affordable and flexible access to higher quality white goods without the capital
cost enables access to new customer segments. Tracking usage patterns and
incentivising (through reduced cost) low temperature cycles results in fewer
washes and an average 25% reduction in water and energy use. The business
does the maintenance, repair, and replacement to enable Product Life Extension.
The company retains ownership of the appliance allowing the closing of resource
loops by reusing or recycling components and materials.

Starter Questions
• Which of the typical circular business models best aligns with your strategic vision to
recover or create new value?
• Who are the stakeholders which benefit from this value, and how is it measured?

Innovation Pathway - Network Innovation
Building the circular economy requires innovative solutions that transform industries. Yet,
individual new companies bringing innovative circular solutions are not enough. Impact at
scale calls for systems change – changing an entire industry towards new product standards,
operating practices and business models. The circular economy transition requires farreaching change within and throughout systems. Network innovators raise awareness
of the societal challenge, develop a movements for change and lead the way by setting
new standards in the industry. They build alliances to collaborate with a range of strategic
partners, share insights and license or open source the technology they develop to inspire
circular scale up in their industry and take an active role in influencing public policy to
propel circular solutions.
Key Principle – Think in Systems
1.

Design for the whole system – define boundaries then optimise not maximise.
Focus on making the whole system more effective, rather than one element more
efficient.

2. Look for multiple benefits and prioritise objectives – systems are dynamic,
interconnected and constantly changing. Think broadly and look for relationships,
identify leverage points and define metrics to evaluate between potential solutions.
3. Collaborate across disciplines/industries – No one specialist has all the answers, get
multiple perspectives from a wide range of stakeholders.

Network Innovation Approaches
Open Innovation – In contrast to the classic ‘in-house’ approach, open innovators purposefully
initiate the flow of knowledge to stimulate innovative activity for mutual benefit. Inwards, to
accelerate internal innovation. Outwards, to expand the markets or supporting infrastructure
for external use of innovation. A rising tide lifts all boats!
IP licensing – Developed pioneering knowledge or technology that provides a solution to
Circular Economy adoption hurdles? Licensing this intellectual property to other businesses
allows them to integrate the solution into their own context, enabling accelerated scale and
maximising impact.
Collaborative Sourcing, Production and Lobbying – Strength in numbers! Collaborating with
and across industry stakeholders gives the potential to lower cost, secure supply, overcome
capability gaps and initiate change. Whether in the form of a joint venture, merger, customer
relationship or general partnership, collaboration has been and will continue to be a pivotal
characteristic of successful circular programs.
Platforms, Incubators and Entrepreneur Support – the circular economy is a fundamental
shift to business as usual and history shows us that seismic changes are often born out of
radical innovation generated in niches, rather than the incremental innovation hallmark
of existing structures. Lowering barriers to entry can accelerate economic, social and
environmental impact.
Starter Questions
• Where does your organisation have underutilised knowledge, capabilities, resources?
• How could these be leveraged to co-create new value with external stakeholders?

